
Changing the Polarity of the Melville 9797b SeaTel Antenna: 2013-09-29

Tools:
• Allen keys
• 7/16” socket wrench
• 4-5' folding ladder
• zipties (long and narrow preferred)
• mini flush-cut diagonal cutters
• headlight (so you can see inside the darkened radome)

Procedures:

1. With the Comtech TX set to OFF, go up to the radome and power off the antenna.

2. Prop the ladder (folded up) against the side of the dome, with its feet resting on the deck, and 
pull down the reflector such that its bottom rim wedges into the base of the ladder, so the ladder 
won't slip, and you can reach the feed assembly.

3. Look at where the feed tube's square flange meets the waveguide's round flange, at the distal 
end of the assembly. There should be markings indicating the current orientation.

In this installation, the current orientation 
marker is at the bottom of the waveguide 
flange. Here, it's set to LHCP, as marked 
on the feed tube flange.



4. Remove the eight hex bolts (and their lockwashers and washers) holding the feed tube flange to 
the rigid waveguide at its distal end.

5. Uncouple the connection, and gently move the waveguide out of the way. Carefully remove the 
gasket from the end of the flange. Place the gasket in a safe place, where it won't get dirty. For 
instance, you may hang it from a clean protruding, horizontally-oriented dome bolt.

Note: Six bolts have already been removed in photo.



6. Note the orientation (LH, left hand; RH, right hand) marked on the end of the feed tube flange, 
and the orientation of the plastic strip inside the tube.

7. While supporting the feed tube so that it doesn't fall, remove the eight Allen screws on the front 
of the scalar plate that attach to the feed tube.

Unnecessary conscan sensor 
that was detached during this 
polarity change, but kept 
ziptied to the feeder tube for 
weight/balancing reasons.

LHCP at bottom:
This is the current 
orientation in this 
case.

RHCP
at

side

Direction you need to rotate the feed 
tube to position RHCP at the bottom, 
where the waveguide orientation 
marker is, in this case.

Note: Six screws have already 
been removed in photo.



8. Cut any in-the-way zipties strapping cables to the feed tube. Rotate the feed tube 90 degrees in 
the appropriate direction.

9. Reattach the feed tube to the scalar plate. Re-ziptie cables to the feed tube so that they don't flap 
around. Reattach the gasket to the feed tube flange (clean and grease it if necessary), and 
reattach the waveguide.

10. Power up the antenna again, and close up the radome hatch.

RHCP at bottom: This is the 
new orientation in this case.

LHCP at side

Orientation marker on waveguide 
flange now points to RHCP on 
feed tube flange.


